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Why Lutheran Colleges Need to Engage Civil Society

I am delighted to be with you at the 17th annual Vocation of a Lutheran College conference. I am passionate about the work of our Lutheran Schools, and am delighted to have attended Concordia Moorhead, served at Texas Lutheran, and will begin work at St. Olaf in two weeks. In this essay, I will make a case for why Lutheran colleges need to engage the larger civil sphere; the following essay by Kathi Tunheim will suggest practical ways that they might begin to do so. It’s a joy to be part of this conversation.

This past year as a resident scholar, I have been working on The Presidents’ Pledge Against Global Poverty, inviting university presidents to pledge 5% of their personal income to organizations of their choosing that fight extreme poverty. This is a moral and public commitment intended to inspire greater giving and resolve in the public square—and to model civic engagement for students, the next generation of global citizens. It is also an effort to galvanize public will around an issue that Bread for the World’s David Beckmann calls the Holocaust of our time. As I thought about my topic, I was reminded of my conversation with the president of an urban university. Very supportive of the idea, she had one serious reservation. The school she leads is really the “anchor” institution in a city facing serious economic challenges. To shine a spotlight on the president’s giving to fight poverty overseas—without also recognizing her sense of personal commitment and giving to address local poverty—misrepresents the university’s sense of calling to local community. So, we modified The Presidents’ Pledge so that, while at least half of individual contributions must focus on international projects, up to half may be allocated to causes that alleviate poverty within the United States.

What is the vocation of a Lutheran college in the larger community—or civil society as a whole? Per Anderson’s essay in this issue of Intersections makes a compelling argument about the work of colleges as incubators of communities of moral deliberation. My essay’s focus is more on an institution’s direct engagement in the surrounding community.

The focus on civic engagement seems to be everywhere—from the Association of American Colleges and Universities’ (AAC&U) “Liberal Education and America’s Promise” (LEAP) project to the work of Campus Compact, a national coalition of college presidents committed to fulfilling the civic purposes of higher education. In the past 20 years, almost 1200 colleges have joined Campus Compact—representing more than a quarter of all higher education institutions—and over 20 million students, representing 5.7 billion dollars annually, have contributed through volunteer service. The Campus Compact schools are committed to make educating citizens a national priority, to the development of personal and social responsibility as integral to the educational mission, and to advocating the participation of students, faculty, staff, and higher education institutions in public and community service.

Equally compelling are the 88 Programs for the Exploration of Vocation—funded by grants from the Lilly Endowment, many of which emphasize community service as a key ingredient in a student’s discernment of vocation. In fact, when I read about the program at Gustavus, and their list of seven experiences that are fundamental for enhancing a person’s sense of vocation, I marveled at how most of the seven could be experienced.
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through community service. The fundamental experiences, as articulated by Darrell Jodock, are as follows:

1. A sense of connectedness with others—that is, a sense of being “nested” in a larger whole
2. A safe place in which to consider alternatives
3. Modeling, which includes hearing other people talk seriously about responsibility and significant community matters
4. Mentoring, which includes being asked the right questions by others, questions which prompt thinking about vocation
5. “A constructive engagement with otherness”
6. A sense of agency and influence, which includes experiences that affirm that what I do matters and makes a difference
7. Religious reflection on questions of meaning and purpose in life (Jodock 7)

The list reminds me of what can happen on a spring break service trip, although each of us could capture these experiences in a host of ways. Our world’s need for this work and the wisdom these experiences provide is enormous. There’s much in Luther’s theology to commend this emphasis. Service-learning provides experience within the community of those who are serving others with mentors, models, and experiences of otherness. The community of the world that we’re called to serve provides many more as well.

This is no small issue. Recently, two authors renewed for me this passion for civic engagement and community service. First, David Brooks, in a New York Times op-ed piece, “Tree of Failure,” describes the relationship between civility and modesty—modesty about oneself, one’s limitations, one’s failures. Brooks writes:

We all get to live lives better than we deserve because our individual shortcomings are transmuted into communal improvement. We find meaning—and can only find meaning—in the role we play in that larger social enterprise…Civility is the natural state for people who know how limited their own individual powers are and know, too, that they need the conversation. They are useless without the conversation.

The problem is that over the past 40 years or so we have gone from a culture that reminds people of their own limitations to a culture that encourages people to think highly of themselves…. [O]ver the past few decades, people have lost a sense of their own sinfulness…So, of course, you get narcissists who believe they or members of their party possess direct access to the truth, people who prefer monologue to dialogue. Of course you get people who detest politics because it frustrates their ability to get 100 percent of what they want. Of course you get people who gravitate toward the like-minded and loathe their political opponents. They feel no need for balance and correction. Beneath all the other things that have contributed to polarization and the loss of civility, the most important is this: The roots of modesty have been carved away. (Brooks)

Brooks thus traces the connection between our lost sense of modesty (and even “sinfulness”) and the corrosion of a shared civic world. The second author, Harvard professor Michael Sandel, further tracks our decaying public world and diminishing sense of civic virtue. In his book, Justice: What’s the Right Thing To Do?, Sandel notes that “within the United States, the gap between rich and poor has grown in recent decades, reaching levels not seen since the 1930s” (265). Political philosophers from John Rawls to Alasdair McIntyre have long debated the appropriate of “just distribution” of income and wealth. Sandel, however, argues that the most important reason to worry about the growing inequality of American life is that

Too great a gap between rich and poor undermines the solidarity that democratic citizenship requires…. As inequality deepens, rich and poor live increasingly separate lives. The affluent send their children to private schools (or to public schools in wealthy suburbs), leaving urban public schools to the children of families who have no alternative…Private health clubs replace municipal recreation centers and swimming pools. Upscale residential communities hire private security guards and rely less on public police protection. A second or third car removes the need to rely on public transportation…. The affluent secede from the public places and services, leaving them to those who can’t afford anything else.

This has two bad effects, one fiscal, the other civic. First, public services deteriorate, as those who no longer use those services become less willing to support them with their taxes. Second, public institutions such as schools, parks, playgrounds, and community centers cease to be place where citizens from different walks of life encounter one another. Institutions that once gathered people together and served as informal schools of civic virtue become few and far between. The hollowing out of the public realm makes it difficult to cultivate the solidarity and sense of community on which democratic citizenship depends. (Sandel 266-67)

So convincing are Brooks and Sandel about this erosion of the public realm, civic virtue, and a sense of citizenship that a solution seems hard to come by. Sandel, however, does not leave us without hope for civic renewal:

A politics of the common good would take as one of its primary goals the reconstruction of the infrastructure of civic life.
An earlier generation made a massive investment in the federal highway program.... This generation could commit itself to an equally consequential investment in an infrastructure for civic renewal: public schools... public transportation... public health clinics, playgrounds, parks, recreational centers, libraries, and museums that would, ideally at least, draw people out of their gated communities and into the common spaces of shared democratic citizenship. (267)

Is there time for service learning and civic engagement in the Lutheran college curriculum? Can we afford to do it? Can we afford not to? Does it make a difference? I will leave the practical questions to my colleagues like Kathi Tunheim—and to organizations such as Campus Compact.

From my perspective, I want to make the case that this work is as important for Lutheran educators as it ever was. Luther was always pushing people into the community. “If your town needs a mayor,” he said, “become a mayor. If it needs a school, help build a school.” Perhaps, the same wisdom can be applied to the vocation of a college as an institution. What does the community need? What does the world need? How is this university in this community, this region, this world, being called to serve—to meet real needs?

If Brooks and Sandel are correct, what our world clearly needs today are opportunities for conversation, civic engagement, and service-learning. I am grateful for the work of our Lutheran colleges in providing such opportunities, grateful for this conference as a means to engage in serious conversation about such matters, and grateful to the faculty and staff of our ELCA colleges and universities who serve on the front lines in these programs, making a vital difference in our world.

Endnotes
3. See www.ptev.org, as well as the newer “NetVUE” network to “expand and extend the conversation about vocational exploration”: http://www.cic.edu/Programs-and-Services/Programs/NetVUE/Pages/default.aspx. Accessed 1 June 2012.
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